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Abstract 
Modern power system has grown in size and complexity The constraints imposed on the 
utilitv s operating environment in recent years for securltj, economic environmental and 
regulatorv reasons have made the tasks of the svstem operator increasingly more difficult 
In this context more complex and fast decision making processes are required Operating 
personnel need more timely and meanmgful information on which to base their numerous and 
important decisions These problems associated wlth the pouer system necessitate the need 
for modern Energy Control Centres 
In order to achieve modern energy control centre s functionalities, fast and numerically stable 
Energ) Management System(EMS) algorithms are required, which can be implemented In 
large systems taking Into account all practical problems In this context, the thesis addresses 
~tself to certain Issues covering development of fast and numerically stable algorithms for 
network topology processmg, Power System State Estimation(PSSE) including bad data pro- 
cessing, Operator Request Load Flow(ORLF), \ oltage instability assessment, optimal power 
flow and short term load forecasting modules of EMS functions and their practical applica- 
tions 
The network topology processor has to be executed before any other EMS functions and 
hence the algorithm should be fast for anv number of breaker operations 4 data structure 
for connectivitv information storage for poner s\ stem networh topologv processing 1s presen- 
ted in the theas The data structure is eas\ to implement and internal nodes and lines are 
transparent to the user Based on the proposed data structure, an efficient implementation 
of network topology processor is presented 
PSSE is a computational tool that evaluates the state of the system (bus voltage mag- 
nitudes and bus voltage angles) based on redundant telemetered system measurements 
The thesis presents parallel implementation of a numerical method for solving Ax = b & 
mzn ( 1  4x - b I ) * ,  where the matrix A is large and sparse and its application to solve the 
PSSE problem The proposed parallel algorithm has been Implemented in a message passing 
multiprocessor platform consisting of 8 nodes A compatible bad data estimation algorithm 
is also presented 
An ORLF model 1s proposed for steady state analjsls of pomer sjstem incorporating load 
and generation characterlstlcs based on fast decoupled lmplementation This model pro\. des 
near exact practical solution for large interconnected power s~ stems during normal operat- 
ing conditions Thls approach also assists planning/operating engineers to h a ~ e  a picture of 
steady-state behawour of a networh followlng a disturbance such as loss of generation, t i e -he  
support, load etc , by computing the steady state system frequency In thls thesis parallel 
implementation of load flow solution on a message passing multiprocessor platform is also 
presented An algorithm to solve highly sparse linear set of equations is proposed 
With regard to  optimal power flow, a generalised sensitivity computation is presented The 
proposed sensitivity computation procedure is applled to securitj constrained economic load 
dispatch and reactive power control problems using Sequential Linear Programming (SLAP) 
approach The merits of the proposed sensitivity computation procedure are implementation 
simplicity, sultabillty for parallelization and realistic modeling of the non-linearitles in the 
system such as load characterlstlcs and generator cost functions, since converged load flows 
are used for sensitivity computation 
Another essential component of EMS functions used In energ  control centres IS to compute 
short-term load forecasts The present work suggests a practical algorithm suitable for on line 
lmplementation A two stage composite method (TSCM) is proposed based on Stochastic 
Time Serles and General Exponentla1 Smoothing load forecasting techniques Forecasting 
results for the data recorded at one of the regional load despatch centre In India is presented 
The proposed algorithms have been tested on 23 bus, 24 bus, 217 bus, 406 bus, 514 bus, 1044 
bus and IEEE 50 generator test systems and the results are encouraging Also the algorithms 
developed in this thesis have been tested in one of the regional load despatch centres in India 
and their performance is encouraging 
